The effects of a workplace incident can last a lifetime. If you are injured, the quality of your life can be seriously affected. If you’re killed, your family will never be the same. And if you cause someone else to be injured or killed, you will have to carry that weight on your shoulders for the rest of your life. The best way to help prevent a workplace incident is to make safety a top priority. How do we refocus our minds on safety? We need to Take Two.

Take Two means taking two minutes to think through a job before you start it, so you can make sure you work as safely as possible. Before you begin any task, take two minutes to:

T = Think  A = Ask  K = Know  E = Execute

That’s all it takes – two minutes. It can mean the difference between doing your job safely or never being able to do your job again. Remember, Take Two...think it through.

Take Two...for Safety™: A New T.A.K.E is available on three DVDs. The DVDs include an introduction to Take Two and nine short clips on specific safety subjects. All of the clips focus on a single topic, allowing full discussion and understanding of the subject, and demonstrates how Take Two could have prevented a related incident. Each clip can serve as a separate safety meeting, providing an abundance of safety meeting topics.